ESSAY

Is the Cartoonal Violent?
MICHAEL CHANEY

Articulated through words within a week of the Charlie Hebdo attacks, January
14, 2015; through pictures, two months thereafter.

T

here are no words to describe my horror upon learning of
the gruesome assassinations of the Charlie Hebdo cartoonists.
In the rupture of time and logic that such violence created, I
found myself numbly trawling the feeds for unfolding news. The
event still hasn’t evolved for me into anything more comprehensible. Even
now, as I participate in the necessary oxymoron of making sense of
violence, whether perpetrated in France or by Boko Haram, through
serious reflection or the cruel but critical absurdities that all such
atrocities arouse—I recognize any “rescue mission of meaning” I might
undertake to be futile. Nevertheless, I keep returning as though in posttraumatic loop to the relation between violence and the form of drawing
that supposedly provoked it in this case— call it comics, caricature, or
funny sketches.
I prefer the term “cartoonal” for casting a net wide enough to catch a
larder full of cultural fish, from political editorial tuna to Looney Tuney
mackerels. They don’t have to sport white puffy gloves on their fintips to
be cartoonal, but legible signs of citizenship can’t hurt either, especially
when it comes to granting “those” guppies their visas.
Before allowing any more semiotic traffic to pass through our nets, are
we not compelled to ask, is the cartoonal violent?
Is there something in it as a mode or style that is somehow to blame?
Naturally, my knee-jerk response was no. Luckily, it was so strong that I
kicked my own head off. Momentarily headless (and thus in need of some
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warmth for my now-exposed windpipe), I put on a different head and came
to the following conclusions.
To think of the comic structure in terms of violence is not easy. That’s not
just because the idea appears to be little more than the absurd wind-chiming
of my own metaphorical decapitation as opposed to those real ones in Paris.
Life always falls short of death, ridiculously so.
Death doesn’t fall. It draws. And cartoons seem to know this. Death
draws boundaries around itself. On one side, the sacred; the profane is on the
other.
Death is a song we sing in personal, religious, and familial keys. Many
of the tunes were already written for us. Our parents and grandparents,
our regions and religions and nations all have customs we inevitably
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lip-sync to, hoping for a four-chair turn ¡ as Death ¡ the Death of
discourse ¡ at the library disco ¡ blind like Old Pew¡ that Death ¡ wire
bombs in tight leisure suits, wide lapels, the taller the heel the better, so
long as it matches the greasy bouffant curling the forehead, just now
slicked back thanks to a comb from the pocket of that sonic white blazer,
so white it makes your ears ring.
The visuals are a detour. Our eyes sparkle at the disco ball he keeps
pointing to— quite dramatically, in fact. We do not notice the explosions.
They happen along discursive pathways (one mustn’t speak ill of the dead) and
actual ones (one must bury the dead) as rules, superstition, protocol, religion.
Life does not seem to be the origin of these death-delivered interdictions
and bedevilments. Visually, life plays another role in the crosshatched, handdrawn cartoonal. Life is the reluctant hero of every panel, there to carry out
the same action every time: to overstep boundaries. Life literally transgresses
in the cartoonal; its toes outstretch, eager to do it.
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Instead of the white puffy glove, should not the cartoonal’s icon be the
puffy shoe? Overstepping a line to pinwhistles and jaunty percussion?
Now that we’ve got music going, why don’t we take this shindig to the next
level? Are we ready to concede that the cartoonal is violent in its very form?
To wonder about the viability of violence at this time, so soon after an
outrage, is to bring polarities into artificial alignment: the real, brutal, horrific violence of the attack and the conceptual zeal for boundary violations on
permanent display throughout the long, undignified history of comics or
cartoons, from “satirical” drawings of kings made to resemble pigs to more
contemporary blasphemies both real and imagined.
We want conceptual and real violence to be separate and separable. Yet,
horrific events like the one that prompts this essay prove the impossibility of
distinctions like that. Muslim extremists carried out a brutal act of vengeance
for what they saw as a desacralization committed by cartoonists in the form
of drawings.
When comics and cartoons pass over from the real world they occupy as
particular drawings on a particular page or screen into the imaginary world
of generality, they help all of us who have ever seen a comic strip or a
caricature to picture reality cartoonified. As with any good lesson learned,
the experience is not always a peaceful one.
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That cartoons instigated the mass killing is just one fang of the maw; yet,
it bears special significance. Drawings are not the same as films or sculpture,
and the satirical ones at the heart of the Charlie Hebdo massacre are even
more complex, operating as they do according to farce and turnabouts of
expected norms. Satirical drawings enact the same violence that all caricatures do, all metaphor.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying comics are inherently violent or that
metaphorical violence is the same as killing. Those are ridiculous assumptions. Another is that we should return to the delicate orchids of comfortable
truth when terror has demolished all the ideological hothouses that once
cultivated them.
If we insist upon the difference between the real and the imaginary, in
other words, we’ll never look the cartoonal in the eyes nor recognize the
motes of violation swimming therein.
Comics and cartoons are one thing.
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The cartoonal is another.
Just what is the cartoonal then? And why should we return its gaze,
terrifying as it can be?
To answer a version of that question, Frankfurt school theorist Theodor
Adorno describes seeing a Mickey Mouse animation. The cartoonal for
Adorno is not another form of existence. Rather, it is our own existence safely
estranged for us to behold. The imperviousness of the cartoon body foments
its ardor for annihilation. The plasticly unkillable bodies of the cartoonal
challenge those who like to keep their eyes fixed on the chain that links
metaphors to the “real-world” things they reference.
Obviously, the idea of a body that cannot die is a lie. What we didn’t know
is just how potentially dangerous a lie. Like most things true, it tramps
through the world dressed up as an omission. Look into it. The cartoonal
makes cuts to impose its logics onto the world. For example, so much happens in the gutters of any comic strip. What you don’t see is all-important.
Logic and story need those gaps. We close the gaps between images next to
each other and let narrative relation become a fluid that fills them in like
pellucid troughs. The act of closing two images into story sense can be
exhilarating because it permits us to sup from logical fallacies otherwise
prohibited.
Namely, the fallacy of post hoc ergo proptor hoc escapes. That’s the one
that says just because something comes before doesn’t mean that it causes
what comes next. That rule gets its walking papers in the cartoonal. By dawn
it has left town a panicked wreck on an old horse named Causality.
Not that there are no consequences in that ribald realm of pie-in-the-face
morality. There are, but they are all contingent, just as they are in the real
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world. Consider the danger of omission whenever Sylvester, especially
Chuck Jones’s vision of the lisping canary-vore, crashes down flights of stairs
or cliffs or through many consecutive floors of the house whose attic he was
merely sawing through in that harmless circle, signaling entry. No matter the
cat-astrophy, Sylvester’s corporal catharsis happens offscreen. We hear but
do not see it. I tawt I heard a puddy tat. He goes a-clunking invisibly as audio
all a-clamber to bongos. Step by painful step. And upon his return, do we not
witness the cat rightfully wounded for his feline hubris?
Perhaps not in the way we might expect.
The cat comes back—true to the animal mythology (and the song)—the
very next moment (no day to spare). Although one life down, his painful
comeuppance has been attended to already as if by magic. Every return is
Easter Sunday. The cat reappears mended and restored. No health-care
system is as expeditious as the one in the cartoon that places little bandages in
a blink and wraps the cast mummy-thick in two shakes.
With such impressive facilities in place, why do we doubt the force of
cartoon bullets? Because of the inefficacies of cartoon weaponry or of cartoon flesh? The humor (which is another way of saying the emotion) has less
to do with the joy of watching the violent get righteously violated than with
the joy of being able to watch such a thing over and over again, on and on
without consequence.
In the wake of these killings, the cartoon has pulled us in once and for
all. The cartoon is no longer just the channel that replays the Real,
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stretching it like taffy, hodgepodging it like Silly Putty pressed against
Sunday funnies. The cartoon is no filter. Neither is it that which comes
after or next. Indeed, it is the thing itself, the priority, a priori. Rather than
a channel we tune in to from time to time, the cartoonal tunes into us. It is
a frequency for meaning.
And maybe that is why the gruesome killings in Paris reminded me of the
James Holmes murder spree that interrupted a 2012 showing of The Dark
Knight Rises. Although different in so many ways, both incidents worry the
line separating violence from representation and the theater of its mass
media repetition, reiterating violence so many times that it begins almost to
sound like violins in our weary ears. How many times more distorted is the
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cartoonal CNN that replays events, bleeding them together? And what a
Stradivarius it plays!
Bravo! Bravo! Maestro! Maestro!
The programming protocols of that station are eclectic to say the least. You’ll
find hope and uncertainty on exhibit there by turns. No matter when you tune in,
expect to see convention ridiculed and physics wearing clown shoes. On this
station, drawings come to life armed to the gutters. Cartoons run amuck.
Actuality perforates.
The red of the hair of the assassin who takes real lives in a movie theater
plays havoc with the Real. That red gets its dye from flowers that bloom only
in the fields of fantasy. And so, on this channel that cartoonifies trauma, that
interzone that is fast becoming everyone’s zip code, masks and monstrosities
seek redress as they tiptoe through the tulips and other snappy numbers.
By what logic does flesh pay for such papery crimes?
What does the event mean or say or want or have or take or love?
From the Latin transpiration, we might define an “event” as a moment in
which spirit or some other envoi from the world of ideas, dream, and fantasy
passes across a threshold into the material world. To say that an event
happens is the same as saying some things that were not real were revealed to
be in a moment of change. One ghost (spiritus—as in tran-spir-ation) passes
through, goes over, crosses a boundary, ghosts through.
The ghosts that have moved across the threshold of idea into bloody
reality have left me heartbroken and stymied. I don’t want an artificial
process of organization to reassemble my stupefaction or stupidity into eloquence. That is why I can say little about the particularities of this event, the
long history of satire at Charlie Hebdo, or the complicated issues surrounding
terrorism and its representation.
In my view, the event finds us already cartoonified. We have already
become open to unexpected amplifications and mergers in the domain of
the cartoonal.
On that channel, Holmes’s hair waits for us, hanging beside the long
black coats of those boys who wanted to be real-life first-person shooters. All
combine in the wardrobe room of that absurd television show that is slowly
staging the real, decapitalizing it once and for all. Promiscuously they gather
here with the hood and sunglasses of the Unabomber, giving high fives to
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drawings out-for-blood, saying things in speech bubbles obstructed by banana clips and dynamite sticks.
In the coming weeks and years, historians, scholars, artists, and
theoreticians will struggle to machete through the dense foliage that has
already sinuously wound itself around these latest terrorist acts. Many
will mention that dragging your enemies’ God into the realm of the
cartoonal is one of the oldest strategies deployed by the builders of
nations and other imaginary communities. To be sure, it was a favorite
political tactic of the King’s Landing meisters of the Middle Ages, as when
it was decided that the pagans must see the bearded satyr they worshipped
as the same devil who tempts Christ to walk off a cliff. (A coyote goes for
it instead, suspended momentarily with a few Latin terms chiming beneath his now-falling silhouette against the postnuclear lavenderscape of
the sky, punctuated right then by that poof of expiation—you can smell
the sandalwood of the rectory through the screen.) Nowhere in the Bible,
of course, is Satan sketched in his forked tail or cloven hoof or pointy
beard getup. Ideology and politics were commissioned postproduction to
work up all the drawings and fill in all the gaps.
Now I fear that even the imaginary has taken permanent leave of us.
We are alone with the cartoonal and its gaze is not always silliness and
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smiles. I wouldn’t mind knowing the world exclusively through this
shadow finger puppet show, only the white puffy gloves lend a vagueness
to the forms and a clumsiness to the performance, blocking the flashlight
and leaving us in the dark. We are left alone with mute hands. Nobody has
hands that stupid, except maybe the rain. I hear the rain has stupid, stupid
hands.
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